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Abstract

We have designed and implemented an abstract machine called TIGRE for combinator graph reduction. TIGRE supports an assembly language that can be easily expanded into native code for both conventional and special-purpose architectures. Furthermore, optimizations can be made over the assembly instructions that take advantage of special features of the architecture, such as long instruction pipelines and caches. The results of compile-time analyses such as strictness analysis can also be usefully incorporated.

In this paper we describe the compilation of combinators into TIGRE assembly code and subsequent expansion into target-machine code. We demonstrate the retargetability of the compile-time optimizations by generating C code, MIPS R2000 assembly code, and VAX assembly code. We present benchmark results for a DECSstation 3100, VAX 8800, and Sun 3/75. On the MIPS R2000, we have attained sustained rates of nearly 500,000 reductions per second for the Turner set of combinators. Supercombinators with strictness analysis improve these running times by additional factors of three to four.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the technology for compiling supercombinators has developed considerably. The work done on compiling for TIM [5] and the G-machine [8,3] in particular have provided many new insights. Perhaps the fundamental insight shared by both efforts is that supercombinators can be compiled into an abstract machine code which in turn can be expanded into efficient native machine code, thereby avoiding much of the costly interpretation of combinator strings or graphs that is normally required.
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We have also designed and implemented an abstract machine for combinator reduction called TIGRE that, like TIM and the G-machine, supports an "assembly language" that can be easily expanded into native code for both conventional and special-purpose architectures. Furthermore, optimizations can be made over the assembly instructions in order to take advantage of special features of the architecture, such as long instruction pipelines, caches, and so on. The results of compile time analyses such as strictness analysis [6,7] can also be usefully incorporated.

TIGRE is a graph reduction machine that is highly suited to the direct execution of combinator graphs. (The manner of this "direct execution" is briefly described below, and more fully in [9].) Although the "directness" of a reduction technique is not a quantifiable notion, we claim that the TIGRE reduction of combinators is more direct (and hence less interpretive) than either the TIM or G-machine approaches. In our experiments with TIGRE, we have attained sustained reduction rates of nearly 500,000 combinator reduction applications per second for the standard "Turner set" of combinators [2], on a MIPS R2000 processor [4], running at 16.67 Mhz. We get similarly good results for supercombinators and other architectures, including the Vax and Motorola 68000.

This paper reports on our progress thus far in developing combinator compilation techniques for TIGRE. In this effort, we have three main goals:

1. Speed. The compiled combinators should exploit special features of the target machine hardware as much as possible. This means that the compilation methods should allow incorporation of optimizations to take advantage of pipelines, caches, multiple processors, and so on.
   Our experiments indicate that the efficiency of graph reduction is highly dependent on effective use of a cache [10]. Thus, it is important for the compilation scheme to be able to efficiently exploit a cache if it exists.

2. Retargetability. It should be straightforward to retarget the implementation to various target machine architectures (including both CISC and RISC), and to various target languages.

3. Parallelizability. It should be possible to exploit parallel architectures in an effective way.

We have not yet explored the issue of parallelism to any great extent. Hence, this paper addresses only the issues of speed and retargetability.

We begin now with a brief description of the TIGRE abstract machine. Then, we present an assembly language for TIGRE, and show how various optimizations can be performed on combinators specified in the language. By performing optimizations on the assembly language, we hope to gain a high degree of retargetability. Next, we present the results of some benchmarks, and discuss further optimizations for supercombinators, such as strictness analysis. Finally, we conclude with our plans for future work.

2. The TIGRE Abstract Machine

The TIGRE abstract machine is described fully in [9]. Here, we provide only a brief overview.

One of the most awkward aspects of graph reduction is the need to traverse the left spine of a graph, in the process "unwinding" the right children onto what is often referred to as the "spine" stack. Besides
forcing one to implement a case analysis on graph-node tags, it seems also to require some kind of "control program" to control the traversal. This is unfortunate, since the program that we are actually interested in executing is essentially embedded in the graph, and so the control program really ends up being an interpreter. Hence, in this scheme we seem forced to accept the efficiency penalties involved with interpretation as opposed to direct execution.

One way to avoid this is to not bother with building graphs in the first place, but rather execute sequences of instructions that build the closures that would be represented by the left spines during a graph reduction. This is basically the approach taken by TIM, and is likely a main reason for its good efficiency. However, TIM is quite subtle, and still incurs a penalty from the fact that it must build and copy closures. In TIGRE, we seek to retain a straightforward approach to graph reduction while eliminating the interpretive overhead.

The key insight underlying TIGRE is that the graph is itself a program with two classes of instructions: pointer instructions and combinator instructions. Graph reduction then becomes a process of executing a self-modifying, threaded program which resides in the node heap. That is to say, the graph is a program that consists mainly of subroutines calls (i.e., pointer instructions). One call leads to another, and so on until, finally, some other executable code (i.e., a combinator definition) is found. Threaded code is not a new concept, but we are not aware of any previous applications of this idea to combinator reduction.

The important consequence for implementation on most conventional architectures is the following: the spine stack is actually a subroutine return stack for the threaded program. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a combinator graph in TIGRE. As control flows from node 0 to node 1, and then to the code for the + primitive, pointers to these nodes are stored on the spine stack. These pointers will eventually be used to access the right-hand side values of the ancestor nodes as arguments to a combinator, so what we really want saved on the stack are pointers to the right-hand sides of each node. If the left-hand sides of each node are viewed as a subroutine call instruction, then the return addresses that are automatically saved are the right-hand cell addresses of the spine of the graph, which is exactly the desired behavior.

When the combinator is entered, all of the combinator's arguments are available on the spine stack (which is the subroutine return stack). A pleasant aspect of this scheme is that there is now only one type of data in the graph—the pointer. Hence, there is no conditional branching or case analysis required at
runtime. All nodes contain either pointers to other nodes or pointers to combinator code.

At a more detailed implementation level, TIGRE graph nodes can be implemented as triples of 32-bit cells. The first cell of each triple contains a subroutine call opcode, while the second and third cells of the triple contain the left- and right-hand sides of the node, respectively. The hardware’s native subroutine calling mechanism is used to traverse the spine, using the subroutine return stack as the spine stack. Evaluation of a program graph is initiated by performing a subroutine call to the \texttt{jsb} node at the root. (For our example, we use the the Vax \texttt{jsb} instruction which implements a fast subroutine call.) The machine’s program counter then traverses the left spine of the graph structure by executing the \texttt{jsb} instructions of the nodes, each of which uses a left child subgraph pointer as its operand field. When a node points to a combinator, the machine simply begins executing the combinator code, with the return address stack providing addresses of the right-hand sides of parent nodes for the combinator argument values. When the graph nodes are rewritten, only the pointer values (which are 32 bits in size on a Vax) need be rewritten. The \texttt{jsb} opcode is initialized upon acquisition of heap space and thereafter never modified.

The processor is in no sense interpreting the graph. It is \textit{directly executing} the data structure, using the hardware-provided subroutine call instructions to do the stack unwinding. When combinators are reached, they pop their arguments from the return stack, perform graph rewrites, and then jump to the new subgraph to continue traversing the new left spine. The use of the return stack for graph reduction is slightly different than for “normal” subroutines in that subroutine returns are never performed on the pointers to the combinator arguments, but rather, the addresses are consumed from the return stack by the combinators. (This seems to be a characteristic of other combinator reducers as well, in particular TIM.)

3. An Assembly Language for TIGRE

A set of combinators is thus very much like the kernel definition of a threaded execution language, such as Forth. Graph traversal is equivalent to threading, and the combinator definitions specify the actual computation. The TIGRE assembly language provides a way to specify the combinator actions in a manner consistent with this threaded-code discipline.

In terms of architecture, the TIGRE abstract machine has a spine stack, graph node heap, combinator definition memory, and a set of scratch registers. Tying these together are some control logic, an ALU, and a register for controlling the the graph traversal, which we call the interpretive pointer, or \texttt{ip}. The names of these elements of the machine are summarized below.

\begin{align*}
\texttt{ip} & \quad \text{The interpretive pointer. This register directs the threading through the graph. It must be set to point to the next node to thread through before the "thread" instruction is executed.} \\
\texttt{Ln} & \quad \text{The left child of the node pointed to by the } n^{th} \text{ element from the top of the spine stack.} \\
\texttt{Rn} & \quad \text{The right child of the node pointed to by the } n^{th} \text{ element from the top of the spine stack.} \\
\texttt{L+}, \texttt{R+} & \quad \text{These are equivalent to } L0 \text{ and } R0, \text{ except that the spine stack is "auto-popped" after the access.}
\end{align*}
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temp\(n\)  Scratch node registers. The “allocate” instruction deposits addresses of newly allocated nodes into these registers.

Ltemp\(n\), Rtemp\(n\)  The left/right child of the node pointed to by scratch node register temp\(n\).

result  A temporary result register for returning the value of strict computations.

There are three classes of operands:

\(i\)  Immediate data.

\(n\)  Node reference.

\(p\)  Pointer.

The difference between node reference operands (\(n\)) and pointers (\(p\)) is important in operands involving the scratch node registers. For example, the operand \(R_{\text{temp}1}\) in an \(n\) context refers to the right child of the node pointed to by the register \(R_{\text{temp}1}\). In a pointer, or \(p\), context, this operand refers to the address of the right half of the cell pointed to by \(R_{\text{temp}1}\).

Node references may also be the names of supercombinator bodies, in which case the address of the code for the combinator is used.

The core of the instruction set is as follows:

allocate \(i\)  Allocate \(i\) new graph nodes, depositing pointers to them in temp\(0\), \(temp1\),..., temp\(i\).

mov \(n, p\)  Change the pointer \(p\) so that it points to \(n\).

pop \(i\)  Pop \(i\) elements off of the spine stack.

push \(p\)  Push the pointer \(p\) on top of the spine stack.

top \(p\)  Replace the top of the spine stack with the pointer \(p\).

thread  Thread through the node pointed to by the \(ip\) register.

eval \(n\)  Reduce the graph rooted at the node \(n\), leaving the result in the result register.

return  Thread and pop through the top of the spine stack, restarting execution just beyond the most recent evaluation.

In addition to these, there are the usual complement of instructions for conditional execution, arithmetic, and other strict operations.

4. Compiling and Optimizing TIGRE Code

The control flow, or threading, through a program is given implicitly by its graph structure. Thus, we can focus on the problem of compiling combinator definitions into TIGRE assembly code, and then expanding this into efficient target code. In order to obtain a high degree of retargetability, we have attempted to
perform as many of the optimizations as possible on the TIGRE code (as opposed to the target machine code), so that only a simple assembler need be implemented for each new target machine.

For the purposes of this section, we restrict our attention to SK-style combinators [15]. In what follows, we step through the compilation of Turner's S' combinator. The case of supercombinators [12] is described in a later section. We consider compilation to the following targets:

- C code running on a Motorola 68020 (in a Sun 3/75), a Vax 8800, and a MIPS R2000 (in a DECstation 3100).
- Assembly code for a Vax 8800.
- Assembly code for a MIPS R2000.

Note that the Vax 8800 supports an long instruction pipeline, and both the VAX 8800 and MIPS R2000 machines support instruction and data caches. The speed of graph reduction depends heavily on the design of the caches, as described in [10]. These two machines were chosen in order to test TIGRE's efficiency on both CISC and RISC architectures.

4.1. Compiling combinators into TIGRE assembly code

The $S'$ combinator is defined as follows:

$$S' \equiv \lambda c.\lambda f.\lambda g.\lambda x. (c(fx))(gx)$$

or, equivalently as

$$S' \ c \ f \ g \ x \Rightarrow (c (f \ x)) \ (g \ x)$$

This code can be straightforwardly compiled into TIGRE assembly code. Our compiler produces as a first step the following code when given this combinator rule:

```assembly
allocate 3 ; temp0, temp1, and temp2 get
mov R1, Ltemp0 ; the pointers to the new cells.
mov R3, Rtemp0
mov R0, Ltemp1
mov temp0, Rtemp1
mov R2, Ltemp2
mov R3, Rtemp2
mov temp1, L3
mov temp2, R3
pop 3
mov temp1, ip
thread
```

```
After allocating three new nodes, each one is constructed by retrieving the appropriate arguments from either the spine stack or the scratch registers. Then, the arguments are popped off of the stack and the \texttt{ip} set to the new left spine to traverse.

As a simple optimization, our compiler reuses the top of the spine stack whenever possible, so that a node traversal can be elided. The last three instructions are thus replaced by the following:

\begin{verbatim}
mov Ltemp1, ip
pop 2
top Rtemp1
thread
\end{verbatim}

### 4.2. Optimizing TIGRE assembly code

Although still nonoptimal, this code can be used without further analysis. Our TIGRE-to-VAX expansion algorithm generates the following VAX assembly code for this:

\begin{verbatim}
[standard heap allocation/garbage collection sequence goes here...]
movl (r3), r0 # (cache pre-touch)
movl *4(sp), (r3) # mov R1, Ltemp0
movl *12(sp), 4(r3) # mov R3, Rtemp0
movl *0(sp), (r4) # mov R0, Ltemp1
movab -2(r3), 4(r4) # mov temp0, Rtemp1
movl *8(sp), (r5) # mov R2, Ltemp2
movl *12(sp), 4(r5) # mov R3, Rtemp2
movab *12(sp), r0 # mov temp1, L3
movab -2(r4), -4(r0) # mov temp2, R3
movab -2(r5), (r0) # mov temp1, ip
movl (r4), r9 # pop 2
addl $8, sp
movab 4(r3), (sp) # thread
\end{verbatim}

The heap allocator puts the addresses of the new nodes into VAX machine registers \( r3, r4, \) and \( r5).\) The VAX's call/return stack, \( sp, \) is used for the spine stack. The TIGRE \texttt{ip} register is maintained in VAX register \( r9.\) The purpose of the initial instruction, \texttt{movl (r3), r0,} is to defeat the write-no-allocate cache policy used by some VAX computers. This optimization is discussed in detail in [10].

Although workable, quite a bit of improvement is still possible. By building a dependency graph of the node and register assignments, the compiler can sort the references to the spine, obtaining the following:
allocate 3
mov R0, Ltemp1
mov Ltemp1, ip
mov R1, Ltemp0
mov R2, Ltemp2
mov R3, Rtemp0
mov temp0, Rtemp1
mov R3, Rtemp2
mov temp1, L3
mov temp2, R3
pop 2
top Rtemp1
thread

For sorting purposes, the ip register is treated as a spine reference which lexicographically precedes R0. On a VAX, this optimization enables the use of auto-incrementation on the spine stack pointer. On other architectures, it permits the use of a small set of registers to cache spine references.

Next, transitive data-movement chains involving TIGRE ALU registers (such as ip) as final targets are rewritten so as to improve register use. This takes advantage of target-machine register transfers which are typically faster than memory-to-memory transfers. Thus, the second and third instructions are rewritten as follows:

mov R0, ip
mov ip, Ltemp1

Finally, an attempt is made to arrange for writes to the left and right sides of nodes to happen in immediate succession (but not at the expense of upsetting the spine stack access pattern). This improves memory bus behavior on some machines with wide write buffers.

allocate 3
mov R0, ip
mov ip, Ltemp1
mov temp0, Rtemp1
mov R1, Ltemp0
mov R2, Ltemp2
mov R3, Rtemp2
mov R3, Rtemp0
mov temp1, L3
mov temp2, R3
pop 2
top Rtemp1
thread
4.3. Expanding TIGRE assembly code into target-machine code

At this point, we introduce target-machine-dependent optimizations. For a VAX or other architectures with auto-incrementing address modes, the optimizer introduces auto-incrementation:

```
allocate 3
mov R+, ip
mov ip, Ltemp1
mov temp0, Rtemp1
mov R+, Ltemp0
mov R0, Ltemp2
mov R1, Rtemp2
mov R1, Rtemp0
mov temp1, L1
mov temp2, R1
top Rtemp1
thread
```

This is then expanded into the following optimized VAX code:

```
movl (r3), r0          # (cache pre-touch)
movl *(sp)+, r9       # mov R+, ip
movl r9, (r4)         # mov ip, Ltemp1
movab -2(r3), 4(r4)   # mov temp0, Rtemp1
movl *(sp)+, (r3)     # mov R1, Ltemp0
movl *(sp), (r5)      # mov R2, Ltemp2
movl 4(sp), r7        # mov R3, Rtemp2
movl (r7), 4(r5)      # mov R3, Rtemp0
movl (r7), 4(r3)      # mov R3, Rtemp0
movab (r7), r0        # mov temp1, L3
movab -2(r4), -4(r0)  # mov temp2, R3
movab -2(r5), (r0)    # top Rtemp1
movab 4(r3), (sp)     # thread
```

For C code output, auto-incrementation is not as useful, since many architectures do not have auto-incrementation, so instead the compiler attempts to reorder stack pops so that all references to the spine stack are no deeper than one below the top of stack.
allocate 3
mov R0, ip
mov ip, Ltemp1
mov temp0, Rtemp1
mov R1, Ltemp0
pop 2
mov R0, Ltemp2
mov R1, Rtemp2
mov R1, Rtemp0
mov temp1, L1
mov temp2, R1
top Rtemp1
thread

This allows references to the spine stack to be cached by two target-machine registers (which we refer to as “me” and “parent”). The expansion to C is as follows:

case DO_SPRIME:
New_Node(3);               /* allocate 3 */
Use_Me;                    /* mov R0, ip */
             mov ip, Ltemp1
Ltemp2 = ip = Rme;
Rtemp2.child = TARGET(temp1); /* mov temp0, Rtemp1 */
Use_Parent;                /* mov R1, Ltemp0 */
Ltemp1 = Rparent;
Pop_Spine(2);              /* pop 2 */
Use_Me;                    /* mov R0, Ltemp2 */
Ltemp3 = Rme;
Use_Parent;                /* mov R1, Rtemp2 */
             mov R1, Rtemp0
Rtemp3 = Rtemp1 = Rparent;
Lparent.child = TARGET(temp2); /* mov temp1, L1 */
Rparent.child = TARGET(temp3); /* mov temp2, R1 */
*(spine_ptr) = temp2+1;     /* top Rtemp1 */
continue;                  /* thread */

Here, the C macros Use_Me and Use_Parent cache the spine stack references into registers for subsequent faster access. Note that since C does not permit programs to access the call/return stack, an interpretive loop must be used. Hence the use of C’s case/continue construct.

This version of the TIGRE code is also used for the expansion to MIPS R2000 assembly code.
One drawback of the MIPS R2000 for TIGRE implementation is that it does not provide a single-instruction subroutine call. This forces the use of a five-instruction interpreter loop to traverse the spine.

5. Benchmarks

Our experiments indicate that combinators compiled by the method outlined in the previous section are quite efficient, in most cases outperforming even our own hand-written combinator implementations.

5.1. MIPS R000 benchmarks

The following table lists the results of benchmarks run on the MIPS R2000. All timings are given in seconds.
The garbage collector used is based on a simple stop-and-copy algorithm [1]. The "asm" and "C" columns give the run times for the combinators compiled as described in the previous section. The "hand asm" and "hand C" columns show the timings for hand-coded combinators. The fib, nfib, and tak programs are the standard benchmarks. The nthprime program computes the 300th prime number by enumeration of infinite lists. In all cases, the Turner set of SK combinators was used.

The "T3.0" column shows the timings for the same programs compiled and executed by the T3.0 system on a Sun 3/75. T is a dialect of the Scheme language [11], and hence for these purposes is essentially an strict functional language. (Since the nthprime program depends on laziness, we have not reported a T3.0 timing for this benchmark.) It is interesting to note that the combinator-based fib and nfib benchmarks implemented in MIPS assembler run much faster than the equivalent T3.0 programs (although T is running on a slower machine), and that the tak benchmark is quite competitive. In the next section, we present timings for supercombinator-based benchmarks which put TIGRE in an even more favorable light.

The MIPS assembler version averages 440,000 combinator reduction applications per second (raps), with rates on selected benchmarks reaching over 510,000 raps. This compares quite favorably to the reported reduction rate of 250,000 raps for NORMA [13], a special-purpose machine for reduction of Turner set combinator graphs. To our knowledge, NORMA was the fastest graph reducer in existence.

For the C implementation of the combinators on the MIPS R2000, TIGRE exhibits 161,000 raps. In general, we have observed that the assembly code implementations of the combinators run two to three times faster than the C implementations.

Besides raps, another "standard" measure for combinator reducers is the number of recursive nfib calls that can be made per second. TIGRE executes approximately 35,000 nfibs per second (nps) on the MIPS R2000, when reducing the Turner set combinators. This compares well with the reported nps rating for TIM of 11,200 on an Acorn RISC machine, when reducing supercombinators. With additional strictness information, TIMs rating improves to 18,100 nps. When supercombinators and strictness analysis are used in the TIGRE version of nfib (see the next section), then TIGRE is able to achieve a rating of 117,000 nps on the MIPS R2000. We estimate that the MIPS R2000 is about three times faster than the Acorn RISC machine.

### 5.2. VAX 8800 and Sun 3/75 benchmarks

For completeness, we present the assembler\(^1\) and C timings for the VAX 8800, as well as C, Miranda [14], and T3.0 timings on a Sun 3/75.

\[^1\text{Note that the VAX assembler timings presented in this table were derived from hand-crafted assembly code, due to a software problem with the compiler. This will be updated in the final paper.}\]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAX 8800 and Sun 3/75</th>
<th>VAX asm</th>
<th>VAX C</th>
<th>Sun C</th>
<th>Sun Miranda</th>
<th>Sun T3.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fib(25)</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>33.08</td>
<td>227.15</td>
<td>36.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nffib(25)</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>28.08</td>
<td>69.40</td>
<td>398.45</td>
<td>41.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tak</td>
<td>16.01</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>78.97</td>
<td>138.55</td>
<td>10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nthprime(300)</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>17.42</td>
<td>135.55</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The VAX assembly code implementation averages 308,000 raps, whereas the C VAX implementation averages 139,000 raps. The Sun C implementation gives 57,000 raps, with Miranda exhibiting 7,100 raps on the same machine. The wide variance between the Miranda and TIGRE performance for different benchmarks is likely due to the more sophisticated compilation techniques employed by the Miranda compiler.

6. Supercombinators and Strictness Analysis

Supercombinators greatly increase the granularity of reductions, thus leading to faster program execution. TIGRE is capable of reducing supercombinators, with the main added complication being that strict combinators (such as + and if) should usually be reduced inline, or “open-coded.” This essentially amounts to writing a code generator for a strict sublanguage which, at the time of this writing, is still under development.

However, we have managed to compile and expand some TIGRE specifications of supercombinators by hand into both C and assembly language on the MIPS R2000. The following table gives the benchmark results with these supercombinator implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIPS R2000</th>
<th>SK asm</th>
<th>super asm</th>
<th>strict asm</th>
<th>SK C</th>
<th>super C</th>
<th>strict C</th>
<th>Sun 3/75</th>
<th>T3.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fib(25)</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>36.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nffib(25)</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>41.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “SK asm” and “SK C” columns repeat the timings given in the previous section for Turner set reduction on the MIPS R2000. The “super asm” and “super C” columns give timings for supercombinator reductions in the assembler and C implementations of the supercombinators, respectively. Finally, the “strict asm” and “strict C” columns show the timings for supercombinators compiled with strictness information.

For the MIPS assembler implementation, the reduction rate averages 479,000 raps. That the reduction rate does not fall off due to the extra complexity involved in each reduction is somewhat surprising to us. However, this might be simply be an artifact of these simple benchmarks.

7. Conclusions

We still have much to learn, especially with regard to supercombinator compilation. It is our expectation that many of the techniques that have been developed for supercombinator compilation for TIM and the G-machine will be applicable to TIGRE as well. In essence, the work we have presented here is a
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machine-level, or architectural, study of combinator graph reduction. The higher-level concerns that are more directly related to the semantics of lazy functional languages, and that have been studied so deeply by others, have yet to be explored for TIGRE.

Still, we are quite encouraged by our results thus far, in particular TIGRE's good performance on the VAX 8800 and the MIPS R2000, both of which have very different architectures. This indicates that TIGRE is amenable to efficient implementation on many conventional architectures, and that optimizations on TIGRE abstract machine code may be designed and implemented in a target-machine independent manner. The comparisons against the T3.0 compiler give some initial indications that a supercombinator reduction rate of about 500,000 raps will allow lazy functional programming languages to be roughly the same speed as strict languages. Testing on larger benchmark programs is required in order to verify this, however.

We find the architecture of TIGRE to be simple and easy to understand. Furthermore, its implementation is straightforward and amenable to conventional compiler optimizations. We have hopes that this simplicity will make it amenable to implementation on parallel architectures.
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